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About This Game

Caution
This game is made by RPG Maker, so the engine's exclusive feature is available as shown below.

If you want to take a screenshot using Steam Overlay feature, please change the key to the key other than F12.

F12: Reset the game

Alt+Enter: Full screen / Window mode

―――A story of revenge.

The demon Yukie has subjected the world to an Eternal Winter, feeding off the lives of humans for countless years.

The First Man was drawn from the world of story by Yukie.
They fell in love, but one day the man disappeared,

and Yukie fell into madness, thriving in an eternal winter.

Yukie's children all have blue eyes, proof of their lineage.
It is a fragment of their mother's power of the snow.
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Those men who possessed power unknown to mankind were burdened with the fate of killing Yukie.

...But every one of them fell defeated before her.

Our hero, Yukiji, is the youngest heir to that lineage. The final avenger of this world.

Ready your blade, and make your way to the mountain where Yukie resides.

Yukiji: The last descendant of the family that fell in love with Yukie, and the hero of our tale.

Yukie: The beautiful snow maiden who thrives in an Eternal Winter.
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Tetsuji: The father who constantly ran from his destined fight.

Village Chief: The leader of a village cursed by the Eternal Winter.
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Piece together the story as you journey through each chapter.
At the end of each chapter, an event will occur.
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Shingan (standard attack):
Listen out for the sound of your enemy and press confirm as soon as you hear them.

*You should play in an environment where you can hear the game's sound.

Records: You can save while walking or at the map screen.
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Voiceover: Voices can be toggled on/off upon starting a new game or from the map screen.

Developer's Voice

This is a theatrical story game.
Lead the hero Yukiji on a journey of vengeance, to the snowy mountain where Yukie resides. The story will proceed in a movie-

like fashion.
We are proud to say the game is fully voiced (voiceover can be turned ON/OFF).

Message from the publisher

Hi, I’m Hugo and I manage localization at Playism. I fell in love with YUKIE on my first playthrough and am thrilled to say the
game is finally available in English!

 An Eternal Winter reigns over the land. Yukiji, a young warrior is determined to end this and avenge his forefathers by slaying
the beautiful demon Yukie. A traditional fairytale that seems like it could have just popped out of Japanese folklore.

But what makes YUKIE stand out to me among narrative-based games is how well the sum of its parts – such as the art, musical
score and writing – fit together so well as a whole, to create the captivating atmosphere of Yukie’s cursed yet beautiful

winterland.
Apart from the text playing a major role in any story game, it was important for us to preserve the poetic phrasing and classic

writing style of the tale. For this we enlisted the help of Timothy Borreson who took great care to keep the essence of the
original Japanese text. He has worked on titles such as Brave Frontier, Armored Hunter Gunhound EX, Artifact Adventure and

its upcoming sequel Artifact Adventure Gaiden.
On their path to revenge the player will encounter wolves, crows and legendary beasts that are hostile towards Yukiji and will
have to fight their way out of these situations. To attack or defend, the key must be pressed the exact moment they hear the

enemy approaching. Yukiji will also gain new powers along his journey, to help him in and out of the field.
Thank you for reading and I hope you enjoy playing!
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yukie a japanese winter fairy tale

for achievements hunter very good, 10\/10 for all others not really, because it's just an achievement game.. It's like Lumines,
only with a time limit of 2 minutes to see how much area you can cover with your fusion-making skills. Rad game.. Useful,
easy, light and much prettier. Having a 4k screen, but mid end graphic cards means always having to run games at lower
resolution, thus needing to scale up the game when playing fullscreen. Often this makes the game uglier, than playing on a lower
resolution screen, but with Lossless scaling, its actually easy to look at. Futhermore this actually helps with multiple screens, as
you can turn off the program with keybinds, and easily do other stuff, without having trouble with alt-tabbing out of games..
Awful. Incomplete.♥♥♥♥♥♥Graphics. way too many Hardware costs. Not much more in needed to describe how horrible this
game actually is.. its not the best but its good for if you are bored or doent have anything to do.. plEASE add support for oculus
rift, all i can do is make balls and reset the song, I can't change shapes. I only recommend this to Vive users, obviously.. A realy
good game, for a long day in work or school .... IF THERE'S A SALE, BUY IT; OTHERWISE, NO.

Usually Steam (and all other overseas) versions differ from the original by that train sets are heavily confined, while I think
about 2\/3 of the game's price depends on that very thing.

The Steam release of V4 worths more than its predecessors by including a few Japanese trains, but I'd say $25 to $30 is all it
deserves. I paid just $19.99 at a Steam Sale. Good luck!. A pretty fun, technical game. It not for those that enjoy really fast
racing but rather for people who like taking a slow approach to getting round complicated obstacles. Worth 5quid, seems quite
short though, I've gone through most of it in less than 6 hours, so get it on sale, if not give it a miss.
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a good challenge, but much shorter than Rome: Total War. A fun and cute Match 3 game :). A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). 1 - didn't deliver to all kickstarter backers
2 - clearly designed for tablets and PC port as an after thought.All controls are gesture based. if you don't have a touchscreen,
don't buy.
3 - super unintuitive to use..
20个小时，让我杀那么多可爱的大宝贝儿去救那么丑的亲生就算了！结果救出来的甚至是个臭狗屎大叔！？我要报警了！我绝对不轻易咽下这口塞在嘴里的臭狗屎！不！. SHORT* Fun
game but its over by level 5. Ok lets go to the Next Level Yeah fun tiome. NOPE you beat it already. Not a lot a replay. Fun but
too damn short. Neat idea has serious potential.. Fantastic!
Tight controls and lots of items with good room design.
I think the dev has updated the game making it a bit easier which I thank them for :). Simple as ♥♥♥♥,
hard as ♥♥♥♥.. It's the OST and Soundtrack for the Base game, on sale they sell for a real steal, plus i am one of the few that
think this game is great, it's sweet and short perhaps but it can still be properly enjoyed.

The developers even went as far as to reduce the price since the release of the remastered version, so all in all a decent add on to
my library.

Halloween Update:

Pumpkin-Head Peasants, New Maps and 15% Off!. Firefly Dev Update:

Stronghold Next, MetaMorph & Stronghold Kingdoms!. 48 Hours to Go!:
Original vs Steam Edition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbTdNoJKGHc
With just a few days to go before the long awaited re-release of Stronghold 2 on October 5, we take a closer look at the game’s
visual enhancements with a side-by-side graphical comparison. Thanks to enhanced visuals, widescreen support and a reworked
user interface, you can now keep better track of your pitiful subjects, observe a greater area of the battlefield and watch closely
as medieval life unfolds within your castle walls. Perhaps now those lazy peasants will think twice about stealing from the
granary!

Top 5 Custom Maps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rso9pijchk
The most hardcore Stronghold players all have hundreds if not thousands of hours logged into our games, so who better to create
the best custom maps! Credits to Aedile, Ellessar, Sir_Vet, Brave Sir Robin and Stratego for their thoughtfully designed
scenarios, many of which come complete with their own backstory. Can’t wait for the release of Stronghold 2: Steam Edition?
Then load up the old version and try one of these excellent player maps right away! Don’t forget the new Steam Edition will also
come with an all-new map pack, designed by the folks here at Firefly.

The Making of Stronghold 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=560UuJstw6k
Ever wondered what it was like for the original Stronghold 2 developers to produce a highly anticipated sequel to the original
castle sim? Then watch our new ‘Making Of’ feature and find out exactly what it was like, straight from our two most senior
members in the London office. Designer Simon Bradbury and Producer Paul Harris, both of whom worked on the original
release of Stronghold 2 in 2005, discuss custom engines, new features and working with one of the biggest publishers in the
world!. Stronghold Next Interview:

Lead Coder Talks Stronghold @ PAX East. Stronghold Halloween Update:

Undead Peasants & New Castle Cosmetics!. Stronghold Next Update:

13 Things You Need To Know. Stronghold Next News:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7O_5HqU_fc
Following our extensive Mega Q&A series we’re rounding off the year with a full development update for Stronghold Next!
We dive into the production, programming, art and design of Next in our first ever dev diary for the upcoming castle sim.
Watch as four Stronghold developers provide a snapshot of where we’re at in terms of production, as well as revealing brand
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new details about the game!

Player feedback is already a huge part of the development for Next and in our end of year update we go into specifics. We’re
improving castle walls, adding classic castle life features, a more cinematic single player campaign and more. In addition the
team are planning technical improvements including staged destruction for your castle, better textures and of course all-new
units with fresh animations.

Want more?

1. Be the first to see our full Stronghold Next gameplay reveal by subscribing to Firefly Studios on YouTube.

2. Check out our Stronghold Next playlist, which we'll be updating with new videos in the coming weeks and months.

. Stronghold Showcase - Episode 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0F7W-JO9To

This week we're back with another episode of the Stronghold Showcase! This new series sees us highlighting hidden gems
from Steam Workshop, Stronghold Heaven and other Stronghold fan sites giving new life to classic titles. Whether you're
seeking a fresh Crusader skirmish map on which to battle friends or a brand new siege scenario to test your mettle in Stronghold
we have you covered!

Selecting maps from Firefly Studio's legacy titles with active map making communities and easy access via Steam Workshop or
Stronghold Heaven, Aaron showcases a series of awesome custom maps to dig your teeth into until Stronghold Next surfaces:

- ORDER 69[scheffelhold.userboard.org]
- FOOTBALL FIELD[stronghold.heavengames.com]
- LORD OF THE ISLES
- SCANDENAVIA
- FLOWER
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Do you have a multiplayer battlefield, siege scenario or cosmetic map you think deserves to be in a future episode? Comment
and let us know! We’re constantly on the lookout for cool fan-created content and love spotlighting lesser-known creations that
go under the radar.
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